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FORTHCOMING HLHS MEETINGS AND EVENTS
Due to the Coronavirus outbreak all Heavitree Local History Society events
are cancelled until further notice. Keep an eye on the Society website for any
updates.

Heavitree and Infectious Diseases
Firstly,
please
accept
my
apologies for such a
late
newsletter!
Lockdown with two
young children, and
mid-renovation,
meant I had no
time to myself to
produce it. This has
been a challenging
time for all of us,
and I hope that
finds everyone in
good health and
spirits. I know we
have all been affected in different ways. Perhaps for many of us, this will have
been the longest period we have ever spent in Heavitree without leaving the
area. Some may have discovered new walks, wildlife, or historical facts during
the lockdown – others may be desperate for a change of scene.
Some of us will have thought about what Heavitree might have been like in
previous times of infectious diseases, epidemics, or pandemics.

Leprosy would have been
a regular feature of life in
Exeter and the rest of the
country by 1050. The
disease is a long-term
bacterial infection that
leads to damage of
nerves, skin, eyes and the
respiratory tract and
deformity or loss of limbs.
The social perception of
leprosy
in
medieval
communities
was
generally one of fear, and
Map from 1805, showing Magdalen Hospital,
people infected with the
courtesy of Exeter Memories.
disease were thought to
be unclean, untrustworthy, and morally corrupt. Segregation from mainstream
society was common, and people with leprosy were often required to wear
clothing that identified them as such or carry a bell announcing their presence.
Leper hospitals were situated on the outskirts of towns and the clue to where
Exeter’s main leper hospital (there were also many smaller ones) was located is
in the name ‘Magdalen Road’. Many leper houses were dedicated to Mary
Magdalen, probably because of her supposed brother Lazarus (described in the
bible as, ‘a beggar full of sores’), a shortened form of his name (Lazar) came to
mean leprosy. Others claim it was because of the association between her and
sexual excess and prostitution, which were incorrectly associated with leprosy.
According to ‘Exeter Memories’:
‘The Magdalen Hospital was situated in Bull Meadow and consisted of a
quadrangle with a chapel on one side and small buildings to house the inmates
on the other three. Inmates were confined to the hospital and could be punished
with a stint in the stocks if found wandering in the city.’
For a while, lepers were permitted to collect alms door to door and claim tolls
on corn, but after this were forbidden, they were reliant on charity and bequests
from Exeter residents.
As leprosy began to disappear (there were still cases being recorded in 1530) the
hospital was used to house the poor and was demolished in the middle of the
19th century. Only the name ‘Magdalen Road’ remains, reminding us of these
poor people’s fate, although the website ‘Historic England’ mentions another
lasting effect:

“The impact of leprosy lived on - it had brought about an institutional response
to disability in the form of buildings and methods of care which would strongly
influence future generations.”
The Black Death
Like the rest of the
country,
Exeter
was
devastated by this plague
(which we think, like
COVID-19, came from
China), and lost 1900 out
of 3000 of its inhabitants
to the Black Death.
The Italian poet Giovanni
Boccaccio wrote, “at the
beginning of the malady,
certain swellings, either on
the groin or under the
armpits…waxed to the bigness of a common apple, others to the size of an egg,
some more and some less, and these the vulgar named plague-boils.” Blood and
pus seeped out of these strange swellings, which were followed by a host of
other unpleasant symptoms—fever, chills, vomiting, diarrhoea, terrible aches
and pains—and then, in short order, death.”
The Black Death, which was initially spread by rats, was very infectious and could
be caught from respiration or from contact with an infected person. People who
were perfectly healthy when they went to bed at night could be dead by
morning. At the time, nobody knew how it was spread. One doctor from the time
said:
“Instantaneous death occurs when the aerial spirit escaping from the eyes of the
sick man strikes the healthy person standing near and looking at the sick.”
Most people believed that the Black Death was God showing his anger at man –
almost clearing the earth with a second great flood. It must have been terrifying.
People sometimes even abandoned their sick or dying loved ones, because they
were so afraid of catching it.
Ian Mortimer’s novel ‘The Outcasts of Time’ describes two brothers walking from
Honiton to St Sidwells, Exeter, via Heavitree, at the time of the Black Death of
1348. The scene Mortimer paints shows us how times must have felt almost
apocalyptic to people who lived in the village of Heavitree and the nearest city,
Exeter – houses with their shutters closed, corpses everywhere, mass graves
being dug:
“Death is all around us. I see it in the windows whose shutters remain open when

dusk comes, and in the shutters that remain closed of a morning. I see it also in
the unguided progress of a boat that floats down a river with the occupant
slumped over the side, bumping into banks and quays…In a few areas the crops
lie unharvested, crumpled, and black, but in most places the disease struck after
the grain was taken in. Less reassuringly, the fields are empty, devoid of workers.
At dusk we are a mile from Exeter.
More travellers approach – dark
characters in ones and twos,
shielding their faces with their hoods.
A couple more carts come towards
us. All these people are like shadows
fleeing the city: wraiths of traders
and merchants. But none of them are
what you would call the naked poor,
travelling on foot. The impoverished
are staying behind – either to loot the
houses of the rich or because they
have nowhere else to go.”
This flight from the cities did not save
people from the plague (although it
did a good job of spreading it!), and
farm animals could also be infected
and die from it. It is interesting to
note that during the current
pandemic, moving from the city to
the countryside and working remotely has become more popular, according to
estate agents.
In Heavitree, the Black Death caused the death of two, if not three, vicars. Henry
de Chippenham, who had held the post for less than a year, was succeeded early
in 1349 by Walter Bers, who was himself followed by Adam de Kellesye. The date
of institution of his successor, John Lisle, is not recorded, which suggests that
Kellesye also may have died during the period of disorganisation caused by the
plague. The higher death rate among the clergy may have left people doubting
the church as an institution, especially as it was the church itself that had given
the cause of the Black Death to be the impropriety of the behaviour of men.
These holy men had been seen as God’s envoys on earth but were not immune
to his punishment. This change in perspective would have sown seeds for The
Reformation in years to come.
Heavitree and Exeter would have felt many other effects of the Black Death, for
many years after – most directly via the huge shortage of labour brought about
by such a reduction in workforce. This eventually led to wage increases, the

abolition of serfdom, and the development of family surnames for the lower
classes. Like today, the arts and culture suffered badly, for example a shortage
of labour led to a halt in building Exeter Cathedral.
The plague never really went away completely returning to Devon several times
over the next 300 years. Fatal pestilences are recorded to have happened in
Exeter in 1378, 1398, 1438, 1479, 1503, 1546, 1569, 1590, 1603, 1624 and in
1625, more than 2000 people died. Although some of the suggestions for causes
of, and cures for, the Coronavirus have been extreme (5G and injecting bleach,
anyone?), in the 17th century, people still mostly believed that the plague was a
punishment from God; they tried everything from fasting to eating frogs’ legs,
purchasing powdered ‘unicorn horn’, or rubbing a recently killed pigeon to
buboes!
Sweating Sickness
The mysterious Sweating Sickness
is thought to have spread from
Henry VII's army after it landed at
Milford Haven in Wales on 7th
August 1485. One commentator
at the time described it as:
“A newe Kynde of sickness came
through the whole region, which
was so sore, so peynfull, and
sharp, that the lyke was never
harde of to any mannes
rememberance before that tyme."
Whereas other epidemics were
typically urban and long-lasting,
cases of sweating sickness spiked
and receded very quickly, and
heavily affected rural populations.
443 people died of the disease in
Tiverton – a huge chunk of the
town’s population. There is no record of its affect on Heavitree or Exeter, but it
is likely to have been very fatal. Giddiness, headache and severe pains in the
neck, shoulders and limbs occurred, followed by an intense sense of heat,
headaches and delirium, a rapid pulse and intense thirst. Heart palpitations and
chest pains were also common. Patients then had a strong urge to sleep, with
many claiming that if the patient did doze off, they would seldom wake up again.
It was particularly noteworthy for its speed – patients were often dead within
three to twelve hours. Like Coronavirus, people could catch it more than once.

Smallpox
Europe was struck by its first
smallpox epidemic in 1614; the
frequency of epidemics rose
during the century. After 1666,
it replaced the plague as the
most feared disease. By the
early 18th century, smallpox was
a major cause of death in the
British Isles. The city was
certainly subject to sudden
outbreaks of the disease:
“The small-pox was very
prevalent at Exeter in 1777,
when out of 1850 who had it in the natural way, 285, rather more than one in
seven, died of that fatal distemper.” (Magna Britannia, Vol 6)
‘Exeter Memories’ tells us that in 1871 there were plans to build a smallpox
Hospital in Polsloe Road, Heavitree, which did not impress the locals.
It does seem likely that, unlike in the North of the country, smallpox was not
endemic in the population of the South-West. This is thought to be because local
parishes were much better at containing and isolating the virus. Those infected
would often be sent to ‘pest-houses’, away from the rest of the population. Not
many children would have had smallpox, which would have meant fewer deaths,
but a huge vulnerability when visitors arrived, or for anyone from Heavitree
travelling to an area where smallpox was rife.
There was indeed much to fear from the infection. Three to four days after
developing a fever, the characteristic pus-filled pocks would appear. They were
extremely painful and would burst easily, giving off a foul odour. The historian
Thomas Macaulay describes it vividly:
“Always present, filling the churchyard with corpses, tormenting with constant
fear all whom it had not yet stricken, leaving on those whose lives it spared the
hideous traces of its power, turning the babe into a changeling at which the
mother shuddered, and making the eyes and cheeks of the betrothed maiden
objects of horror to the lover.”
During the 20th century smallpox was responsible for 300-400 million deaths,
and in 1967 the World Health Organisation (WHO) estimated that around 15
million people had the disease and two million died in that year.
Fortunately, after various vaccination campaigns during the 19th and 20th
centuries, smallpox was considered to be globally eradicated in 1979 by the
WHO.

Cholera
One
pandemic
that
almost
certainly would
have contributed
to the growth of
Heavitree, was
the
cholera
outbreak of 1832.
Officials were not
sure how cholera
spread, and so
many rules were
put in place for
disposal
of
bodies, clothes,
and
bedding,
isolating patients
A riot at a cholera burial in the Southernhay or Trinity
etc. The city spent
burial yard, courtesy of Exeter Memories
a
fortune
supplying everybody with a ‘flannel belt’, thought to prevent the cholera by
keeping one’s stomach warm! People were frightened because they didn’t know
the cause of the disease, which was later
found to be spread via water. Paranoia,
drunkenness, and lawlessness were rife, and
just like in today’s pandemic, there were
some who believed that the whole epidemic
was a conspiracy. The city carefully recorded
the number of cases, as we do today.
Since the outbreak was happening in the city
(at its worst in the poor, crowded West
Quarter), many people believed that quality
of air had something to do with it, and
Heavitree was thought of as a healthy place
to live. It was marketed for its clean air,
which attracted rich and poor alike. In 1801
the population was still just 833, but by 1901
this had risen sharply to 7529. The cholera
epidemic changed much about the city but
Heavitree seemed clean in
comparison to the squalid
also contributed towards Heavitree
conditions
in the West Quarter.
becoming a much more populous area.

Syphilis
This was the first disease to be widely recognized as a sexually transmitted
disease, and was taken as indicative of the moral state of the people in which it
was found. “The disease started with genital ulcers, then progressed to a fever,
general rash and joint and muscle pains, then weeks or months later were
followed by large, painful and foulsmelling abscesses and sores, or
pocks, all over the body. Muscles and
bones became painful, especially at
night. The sores became ulcers that
could eat into bones and destroy the
nose, lips, and eyes. They often
extended into the mouth and throat,
and sometimes early death occurred.
It appears from descriptions by
scholars, and from woodcut drawings
at the time, that the disease was much
more severe than the syphilis of today,
with a higher and more rapid
mortality and was more easily spread,
possibly because it was a new disease,
and the population had no immunity
against it.” (John Frith)
We don’t know how many people
suffered from syphilis in Heavitree or
Exeter, but it certainly would have
been present in the population. Indeed, in August 2020 it was reported that
there has been a 400% increase in syphilis diagnosis in Exeter in the last twelve
months! Luckily, we have antibiotics these days so won’t see anyone with a
metal nose, or being subjected to blood-letting, swallowing mercury or baths in
wine (the latter doesn’t sound so bad!).
Measles
In 1907, measles, an airborne and extremely contagious virus, was mentioned in
Heavitree School log:
“18th July 1907: cases of measles increasing - school closed for the Summer
Holidays two weeks earlier than fixed.”
Like COVID-19, measles is usually spread through droplets in the air created
when someone coughs or sneezes, and like COVID-19 one could infect others
before showing any symptoms oneself. Between roughly 1855 and 2005,

measles has been
estimated to have
killed about 200
million
people
worldwide,
and
seven to eight million
children (worldwide)
are thought to have
died from measles
each year before the
vaccine
was
introduced. In 1968
this vaccine almost
eradicated measles,
along with polio,
diphtheria, tetanus, whooping cough, mumps, and rubella (although cases are
now growing again as fewer people are vaccinated). Almost all children living in
Heavitree up until the vaccine was introduced would expect to get measles at
some point, and it was one of the leading causes of death for under fives.
Tuberculosis
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Tuberculosis (TB) is caused
by a type of bacterium
called
Mycobacterium
Tuberculosis. It is spread
when a person with active
TB disease in their lungs
coughs or sneezes and
someone else inhales the
expelled
droplets
containing TB bacteria.
Mortality
from
tuberculosis was colossal:
one of every four deaths
recorded
in
parish
registries from England at
the end of the eighteenth
century was attributed to
the disease.
In the same way that
measles devastated many
families, bacterial TB
would have affected
young
and
old
in
Heavitree.
Many
Heavitree residents will
TB patients in their dressing gowns at Whipton
remember
the
TB
Hospital 1952 – thanks to Lynne Maclean for sharing
Sanatorium at Whipton
this photo of her mother, a long-term patient there.
Isolation Hospital and
Honeylands Sanatorium.
The latter was donated by the Wills family (ironically made rich by the tobacco
industry) for children suffering from TB and other infectious illnesses like
Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever. At this time, Heavitree would have had its own
separate hospitals, and of course, Whipton fell within the Heavitree boundary.
Some former patients shared their memories on the Exeter Memories page, and
what strikes us is the sheer number of people, often children, who had spent
long periods in isolation, suffering from one of these horrible infectious diseases:
“I was in the isolation hospital with scarlet fever 68 years ago, for a month,
wasn't allowed visitors, could only talk to family through the window (it was
closed of course), bit traumatic for a ten year old.”
“My dad died of TB at Whipton Isolation Hospital 1956 - I was nine years old and
he was 34 years old. We weren’t allowed to see him, so I used wave to him from

Whipton Barton Road. They used to push the beds out onto the veranda as they
believed fresh air was a cure.”
“I have many memories of my time there. I remember there were two matrons,
one was called Matron Hutty, the other was Matron Jones; our school teacher
was Miss Daw. We were treated very well and were allowed one visit a week on
Sunday. My mother never missed a visit, even in the hardest of weather. Food
was still rationed,
but she always
brought
me
something.
A
comic was always
welcomed, plus
an egg with my
name written on
it for my tea. We
had lessons from
9:30 ‘til 11:30,
then had our
dinner, followed
by an hour on a
rest-bed in the
conservatory. We
Honeylands House
had to lay on our
backs and not move - the teacher sat in a high chair watching over us. I was the
youngest of five. My mum walked all the way from St Thomas many times
because she never had enough money for the bus fare. She was made of strong
stuff; she gave her all. Sometimes my sister came with her. I remember well they
came together to tell me my dad had died.”
“My dad was there with Diphtheria for about 3 months and wasn’t supposed to
survive. The sister had to wrap him up in a blanket and take him to another part
of the hospital where he was going die!! He pulled through but he had to leave
his toy aeroplane behind that he had had for his birthday!!”
“I was there with scarlet fever Feb 1952 aged 7. The worst things were the
injections in the backside. As I remember it, my folks had to stand on chairs and
as you say talk through the outside window.”
“I was there at 7 years old in the isolation ward with scarlet fever. My mum could
visit me by looking through a little window in the door. Talk about being isolated,
and in there for over 6 weeks!!! Horrible experience but necessary to contain the
fever from the public.”
“My mother was at the Whipton Isolation Hospital with diphtheria .. probably
1920 at age 8? ... Her family travelled by tram to Polsloe Bridge from St Thomas

and then walked .. but they could only see each other through the window.
She was there again .. in 2003 .. in a 'new' recovery unit and fascinated the staff
with her memory of being a young patient there.”
“TB was as feared then as cancer is today.”
“During WW2 I had "Scarlet Fever" at age 5/6. In later years, I was told how lucky
I was as my 8 year old cousin had died of it at Whipton Isolation Hospital. A
"Fumigation Wagon came to sanitise the house! The outbreak must have been
serious at the time.”
It wasn’t until the mid 1950s that the BCG vaccine started to be given to school
children, and this, in combination with a better quality of life, and antibiotics and
other drugs, meant that the disease was virtually wiped out in the UK.
Unfortunately, tballiance.org describes the current TB pandemic in depressing
terms:
“Tuberculosis is a pandemic, a global disease, found in every country in the world.
It is the leading infectious cause of death worldwide. The World Health
Organization estimates that 1.8 billion people — close to one quarter of the
world's population — are infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the bacteria
that causes TB. Last year, 10 million fell ill from TB and 1.4 million died. TB is an
airborne disease that can be spread by coughing or sneezing, and is the leading
cause of infectious disease worldwide. It is responsible for economic devastation
and the cycle of poverty and illness that entraps families, communities, and even
entire countries. Among the most vulnerable are women, children, and those
with HIV/AIDS. There is growing resistance to available drugs, which means the
disease is becoming more deadly and difficult to treat. There were more than half
a million cases of drug resistant TB last year.”
Spanish Flu
The
devastating
Spanish
Flu
pandemic of 1918 left its mark on
Heavitree. Although previous flu
epidemics would have affected
people in Devon very badly, this
particular outbreak would have felt a
lot like today’s COVID-19, but even
more deadly. The population was
already reeling from the huge losses
suffered in WWI. Todd Gray describes
how:
“In 1918, the Spanish flu disrupted
society by closing schools and shops.
There was a shortage of healthy

adults able to work, public transport services were curtailed, cinemas were closed
to children and soldiers, visitors were barred to military barracks and hospital
wards, and public events were cancelled. At the time, it was not initially
understood that younger adults, and particularly expectant mothers, were more
susceptible to the new form
of influenza. Death was
often rapid: an individual
apparently in good health in
the morning could fall ill
and die by the evening. One
young Devon woman threw
herself out of an upstairs
window after contracting
flu. Local people were
shocked by reports of
‘alarming proportions’' of
the populations of towns
being ill.”
Newspapers of the time
read much like our
newspapers today, with
daily death tolls and
statistics. Exeter Memories
contains
an
excellent
collection of articles from
Exeter newspapers from
1918 – the influenza
dominates the news, as the
Coronavirus does today.
Restrictions to limit the spread of the Spanish Flu were
“From November 9th to
remarkably similar to those we are experiencing
December 7th, 158 deaths
because of Coronavirus
were registered in Exeter,
49 of which were due to influenza and its complications.
Exeter and Plymouth Gazette - Saturday 28th December 1918”
“Owing to the large number of both teachers and scholars away from the
Elementary Schools of Exeter because influenza, the Education Committee have
decided to close the whole of the schools for a fortnight, as from Monday evening
October 21st. In some of the schools 50%, of the-teachers were laid up last week.
Over 30 of the students of the Exeter University College have also been added to
the local flu victims, but the classes there are being continued as usual.
Meanwhile, the medical faculty of the city are being kept exceptionally busy, and

cases not only of the flu, but of pneumonia, have been very frequent in the city
during
the
treacherous
weather
of
the
last
fortnight.
Western Times - Wednesday 9th October 1918”
“Influenza's Toll at Exeter
It was reported to Exeter Sanitary Committee at their meeting last week that,
during September there were 79 births and 58 deaths, and during October 98
births and 188 deaths, being 11.38 and 42.76 per 1,000 respectively as against
11.57 and 27.42 in the larger towns. The deaths included 12 from tuberculosis,
10 from cancer, and 114 from influenza and pneumonia; 8 deaths occurred at
public institutions. The Medical Officer reported that from 21st September to 2nd
November 216 deaths were registered the city, 127 of which were probably due
to influenza and its complications; 53 were males and 74 females.
Western Times - Monday 18th November 1918”
“The medical authorities tell that such a visitation (influenza) has no sort of
connection with the war but recurs at odd and long intervals. Some off us will,
nevertheless, continue to “hae our doots.” It seems fairly reasonable that we
have a few million corpses under a few inches of earth, with all sorts of drainage
complications, and the rough-and-ready improvised sanitary arrangements for
armies numbering tens of millions of men, without paying some the general state
of health. All soldiers that I know are convinced that the so-called influenza
epidemic is directly due to the war conditions, and there will eventually prove be
truth in the general theory. A more difficult question upon which expert opinion
differs, is the possible effects of constantly, and for long periods, drenching whole
areas of France and Belgium with powerful and enduring poison gas.
Exeter and
Plymouth
Gazette
Saturday 9th
November
1918”
Even when
researching
the history
of my last
house
in
Regent
Square, the
family living there at the time had lost family members to the flu, including their
eight year old son. The Spanish Flu is estimated to have killed around 50 million
people worldwide and did not pass Heavitree by. If you were living in Heavitree
around this time, it is unlikely your life would have been untouched by the virus.

COVID-19
Today’s COVID-19 pandemic began, we think, in China, in late 2019/ early 2020.
Just as the mass movement of troops at the end of WWI made the Spanish Flu
spread more quickly, so today’s world of regular international travel for work
and leisure allowed the virus to
reach most areas of the world at
an alarming rate.
By March 2020 Heavitree, with
the rest of the country, was under
national lockdown. Schools, nonessential shops and businesses
were closed, we were not allowed
to travel unless for work, and we
were permitted to leave the
house once a day for exercise.
Everybody will have had such a
different experience of the last few months, but there is no doubt that we are
living through a significant period in our world’s history, which future
generations will be learning about, and hopefully, from. I list a few things that
stood out for my family during the first lockdown, on the following page:
• Fore Street Heavitree has probably not been this quiet for more than 100
years! I was able to stand in the middle of the road and take a photograph of
the empty street.
• Due to the proximity of
Exeter airport, there has
always been a continual
passing of aircraft in
Heavitree’s skies. For
most of 2020, the skies
have been silent and
vapour-trail free.
• It became quite popular
to leave ‘free boxes’
outside
of
people’s
houses. With all the
charity
shops
being
closed, people left their unwanted items outside for other to help themselves,
much to the delight of my children.
• The negative side of this was that the recycling areas in Heavitree, in which
clothing donation bins were clearly closed due to the virus, were absolutely
covered in spilling-open bags of clothing and piles of unwanted shoes, all

destined for landfill and a
very 21st century problem.
It certainly made me realise
how much ‘stuff’ we all
have today, and makes me
think of Hilda’s account of
Heavitree in the 1930s,
when,
at
Christmas,
Heavitree children used to
take their old toys to the
poor children in Wonford,
who had very little at all.
• In the weeks leading up to school closures, many of the children had red, raw,
cracked hands, from continual sanitising and washing.
• At essential shops, there were empty shelves due to panic-buying of critical
items; long queues due to the need to keep a minimum of 2m apart at all
times;
floor-markings,
one-way systems, and
one-in, one-out rules to
enforce
distancing;
people wearing masks
over nose and mouth.
• We hardly ever use cash
now. Most businesses
prefer payment by card,
for safety reasons. It is
incredibly hard to get
enough change to pay my
son’s pocket money!
• Walking around in the
warm, sunny, deserted streets of Heavitree, the main thing that stood out
during the first lockdown were the rainbows in people’s windows, often
accompanied by messages of hope and gratitude to the NHS. The pavements
were covered in children’s chalk drawings.
• Never have I seen so many children running towards an area with such
excitement than when they re-opened the playground area of Heavitree
Pleasure Ground! [It must have been similar in 1954 when sweet rationing
ended.]

• For many streets, the 75 years since
VE day celebrations became about
more than just remembering the end
of WWII. After months of being under
lockdown, the chance to share a drink
with neighbours from one’s front
garden on a sunny day, felt like a
moment of hope and community in an
otherwise very grey year. [Don’t
forget that there is a special
newsletter on the website, with
photos of original VE day celebrations
across Heavitree].
As we move into the winter months and
are once again under lockdown, things
are changing fast, and we don’t really
know where we will find ourselves next
year. The promising news of vaccines on
the horizon is overshadowed by a dark winter to come, with inevitable deaths,
strain on the NHS and huge job losses on the horizon. Brexit is also fast
approaching
and
will bring changes
to our lives. It has
become impossible
to plan anything
more than a few
days in advance.
Will
life
ever
completely return
to the way it was
before, and what
will Heavitree look
like in a year or
two’s time? Only
time will tell.
Sally Robinson

Lockdown Brings Out Historic Items in North Avenue
Like a lot of local streets, the
residents of North Avenue have
made great use of a neighbourly
WhatsApp group during the
lockdown.
One thread that led to a high level
of messages related to the local
history of the road which runs off
Polsloe Road. It all started with a
discussion on house names and
quickly developed into all things
from the past.
Topics included house deeds, maps, house signs,
rate evaluation documents, census returns,
servants, and former residents.
It soon became clear that a remarkable archive of
materials was held by current householders. Photos
were exchanged of various Victorian deeds
including some documents with nice looking wax
seals and a Queen Victoria stamp. Also shared were
original maps showing the sewage system from the
time the road began to be developed in 1864.
The houses all had interesting original names,
evidence of which can still be seen on the fronts of
some properties. Some need restoring and the
exchanges have prompted promises of action. One house even had proof of its
construction date as
the builder signed and
dated a lead slate on
the porch in 1866. This
all in just one small
Heavitree road. What
have other streets got
to offer?
Martin Weiler

Resurfacing of Fore Street,
Heavitree, Reveals History Beneath
Thank you to one local resident, who was
quick enough to capture a couple of
photos of Heavitree’s original Fore Street
before new tarmac was poured onto it!
The photos show original floor stones
and the tramlines in the outbound
carriageway (the last tram ran in 1931).
One man working on the site said that the
lines are about 100mm deep and run all
the way up towards the city centre.
Sally Robinson
(with thanks to Sophie for the photos)

Richards Family Burials at Higher Cemetery
My Dad – Albert Henry Richards – was one of nine children born to John Richards
and Alice Maud Mary Gregory (later married to Walter John Heard).
Dad always knew that his mother had given birth to two children who died
young, but in the course of family history research I learned that another baby
had been born and died within a few days, that he had been unaware of.
The family consisted of: John Percival (1901-1919 Age 18), William Thomas
(1903-1903 Age 16 days), Herbert George (1904-1905 Age 1), Rosina Kate (19061996 Age nearly 90), Harold Wilfred (1908-1908 Age 5 months), Samuel William
(1909-1957 Age 47), Leonard George (1912-1968 Age 55), Albert Henry (19141971 Age 56), Stanley Horace (1920-1940 Age 20, died in the Dunkirk
evacuation).
I had always been aware of my grandparents’ grave and that of Dad’s eldest
brother (known as Jack), as my father took me as a small child to put flowers
there. I remember them as grassy mounds with simple wooden crosses. My
grandfather died in 1924, and my grandmother’s second husband in 1945 and
he was buried in Exwick Cemetery. My grandmother died at the home of her
only daughter in East Sussex but was brought back to Exeter and interred with
her first husband.
Following my forays into family history several years after the deaths of both my
parents, I was able to establish birth and death details of the family and was keen
to find out where various graves in Higher Cemetery were located. I contacted
the Cemetery Office with the names of the graves I
wanted to find and was able to arrange to meet two
Cemetery Office employees at the main gate in St
Mark’s Avenue, along with their book of cemetery
plans. I asked my cousin to accompany me so that
two of us might remember what we had been
shown, and I went prepared with an appropriate
number of long-stemmed red roses with cards in
memoriam of each family member. It was the
hottest day of that particular year and it was a
whistle-stop tour of each grave. In many cases no
physical traces of the graves were evident, and it
was a case of so many paces from a particular grave
in whatever direction and a foot placed “about
here” to lay the rose. During the tour we were also
shown the grave of John Richards’ parents (John
John Richards
Richards and Charlotte Elizabeth Westaway).
(Sue's grandfather)
We were shown the grave locations of the three

babies, but the most surprising of all was that of Herbert George. We were taken
to the fence bordering Hanover Road and were told that it was the nearest place
to lay the rose as the exact spot was actually in the middle of the road. Some
time after 1905 Hanover Road had been widened
and a portion of the cemetery taken for the
purpose. Since viewing this spot, the area up to the
fence has been turned into a wild flower garden.
Most poignant for me was realising that had my
father stood at the front door of North Lawn Court
where my parents lived on the upper balcony, he
would have been able to see that part of the
cemetery. He had never known the details of his
older brothers who had died as babies or where
they were placed within the family.
After the two men departed, my cousin and I
endeavoured to retrace our steps to see if we could
find the graves again. I had thought that the roses
would help us but we didn’t have much luck. After
my cousin left me to catch her bus, I saw one of the
Alice Maud Mary Gregory
men who had accompanied us and asked for help
(Sue's grandmother)
in locating my grandparents’ grave again and he
was able to produce a paper plan of the cemetery and marked this up with
names and crosses for me to take home!
It would be interesting to know when the road widening took place in Hanover
Road.
Sue Jackson

Graves with Connections to Early Development of Football in Exeter
One by-product of the
lockdown has been the
identification of several
graves in Higher Cemetery
with connections to the
early history of football in
Exeter.
Looking for new places to
have my daily exercise, I
decided to walk ‘round
parts of the Cemetery. I’d
never been in the St
Leonard’s Section before

Arthur Chadwick

(just by the St Mark’s Avenue
entrance) so explored this for the
first time.
One gravestone particularly caught
my eye - that of Arthur Chadwick.
This was the name of the first
professional manager of Exeter City,
and I wondered if it was the same
one. On checking the date of death,
I confirmed it was. His death on 21st
March 1936 was particularly
poignant as he died at St James’
Park watching City playing Clapton
Orient.
Chadwick was a good player in his
time and had been capped twice for
England. He joined Exeter as a
player manager in 1908 and didn’t
relinquish the hot seat until 1922.
He was therefore manager when
the Club first joined the Football
League in 1920 (100th anniversary

this August).
Sharing this find with Exeter City historian, Aidan Hamilton, led to a number of
other discoveries of ‘football graves’ in the Cemetery. Although Aidan is based
in France, he was able to go through the Burial Index Cards held on the Exeter
City Council website. He came up with a series of suggestions that I could then
check out in person.
As a result, I was able to identify the graves of:
Thomas Bradford - Sidwell Street butcher who held the lease for St James’ Park
until 1904.
Reg Davey - Player with Exeter United who appeared in first known match at St
James’ Park in 1894.
Norman Kendall - Director of Club when it turned professional in 1908.
Henry Devenish - First Chairman of Exeter City Supporters’ Club - set up in 1912.
These new discoveries add to graves and memorials already known to football
historians including Alexander Stuart (local football champion in 1880s); Sid
Thomas (seven decades of involvement at Exeter City); McGaheys (Michael was
Chairman in the early years; although he is not buried here, his first wife and
other family members are); Henry Dyer (former player who died on Titanic); and
players John Dockray, Fred Youlden, Alf Green, and George Willis.

There are plans to restore the grave of John Dockray to mark the centenary of
Exeter City’s first game in the Football League. Exeter beat Brentford 3-0 and
Dockray played in the match.
Martin Weiler

Non History Society Events
Friends of Higher Cemetery
2nd Dec – All Hallows Church [a presentation via Zoom]

Heavitree Community Association News
In 2019 the Exeter City Council planted a Lime Tree on our behalf in Heavitree
Pleasure Grounds. We are finally putting a granite plaque in the ground to
commemorate the planting and the Association’s sixty years of supporting
Heavitree. Currently the HCA is in Trusteeship, but it is hoped that next year we
might get some support to resume the Association. When the plaque has been
made and put in place, we will have an official ceremony.
It is worth noting that the family of David & Joan Morrish placed a similar plaque
this year between the two oak trees planted in their memory by the Exeter City
Council to honour the years of work they gave as Councillors in Heavitree.

Starcross History Society
9th Dec – The Dawlish Brewery [a presentation by Suzanne Jones via Zoom] {FREE}
20th Jan – Who Do You Think You Are? [a presentation by Sue Bond of The Devon
Family History Society via Zoom] {FREE}
17th Feb – Captain George Peacock: His inventions, achievements, and The Swan of
the Exe [a presentation by Joe Hancock via Zoom] {FREE}
If you know of any events that you think members might appreciate,
please contact me and I will include them in this section.

Tony Langmead (Chairman HCA)

Devon and Cornwall Record Society Facebook Page
Throughout June and July, the Devon & Cornwall Record Society sponsored a
series of daily blogs by leading heritage specialists (historians, archivists,
archaeologists, librarians, writers, and curators) in Devon and Cornwall, on how
life in quarantine has made them re-evaluate history. These are still available to
read, and are well worth a look:
https://www.facebook.com/Devonandcornwallrecordsociety

Wonford Village and the Great House:
Joint Meeting with Heavitree Squilometre
This talk was thoroughly
enjoyed by all at our last
physical meeting in March
2020, which now seems like a
lifetime ago! As this newsletter
is already so full, a full write-up
of this talk will be published in
the next issue.
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